
Thank you to the sharp eyed readers who noticed that
my numbering sequence had gone awry - and that ‘On
The Street Where You Live’ (published in February)
should have been number 10 in the series.  It’s not the
first time I’ve had a senior moment recently and I think
I can say with some confidence that it won’t be the last
- but thank you all the same.  So... ‘Tiptoe Through The
Tulips’ is the 11th of the series and it’s an appropriate
one for April. 

This great old-time sing-
along song was originally
written in 1929 by Al Dubin
(lyrics) and Joe Burke
(music).  The first
recording, performed by
Nick Lucas (the
‘Crooning Troubadour’),
held the Number 1 spot
for ten weeks in the
popular music chart of
the day and the song
has featured in many
films (albeit more

briefly in some than others) from
‘Sinkin' in the Bathtub’ - the first Looney Tunes

cartoon short - to ‘Yellow Submarine’ with the Beatles. 

STEP 1 - Select a style & tempo

I chose a slightly faster tempo than the 108 beats per minute
suggested by the Easy Keyboard Library music score - largely
because the accompaniment style I decided on has a default
tempo of 125 bpm which is, of course, perfectly suited to the
style.  It seems that we are to be ‘tap-dancing’ rather than tip-
toeing, through the tulips today as the style I’ve chosen is the
wonderfully entertaining Tap Dance Swing (located, on Tyros5,
in the Movie & Show style category).  

STEP 2 - Check out the One Touch Settings (OTS)

The first three One Touch Settings fit the lightly lilting flow of
the style so well I didn’t feel the need to ‘tweak’ then in any
way - so I’m just going to jot down the basic content of each

one for those readers who don’t have the Tyros5 model.  

If you are making up the registrations yourself save each one
in the REGISTRATION MEMORY buttons on the front panel of
your keyboard/Clavinova.  

STEP 3 - Plan the arrangement

The EKL arrangement begins with a written four-bar introduction
- so I need a registration for this that will be different from the
one I’ll use when the song’s verse begins.  

If you’re playing a Tyros5 make sure the OTS LINK button is
switched on - and select MAIN VARIATION A (OTS1).
Otherwise, here is the registration setting to create for
yourself... 

Registration  1: Pizzicato  Strings  &  Glock OTS  1  (Tyros5)  

Right 1................. Pizzicato (String category) - volume 100

Right 2................. Glockenspiel (Percussion category) - 
volume 80

Right 3................. Orchestral Harp (Percussion category) - 
volume 70

Style.....................TapDanceSwing (INTRO 1 - MAIN A) - 
volume 95

Tempo..................125 bpm (beats per minute)

Multi Pads............Cym & Chimes (not available on Clavinova)
Harmony..............On - Octave (as illustrated)
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Tyros5’s One Touch Setting uses the HARMONY effect to fill
out the sound of the right hand.  To call up the HARMONY
page to the display press DIRECT ACCESS followed by the
HARMONY/ECHO button.  When the HARMONY/ECHO page
appears on the screen set the parameters as shown above...

The one bar INTRO 1 is optional but you may find it useful for
establishing the pace of the piece before the full style begins.   

If you’ve made it a habit to number the bars in your music
(excluding the one-bar optional INTRO) you’ll know that the
verse begins on the first beat of bar 5.  

Having made sure that the AUTO FILL IN and OTS LINK
buttons are switched on, press MAIN B (or, for non-Tyros5
readers, REGISTRATION 2). 

Registration  2: Woodwind  Ensemble OTS  2  (Tyros5)  

Right 1................. Orch Flute (Woodwind category) - 
volume 100

Right 2................. Orch Oboe (Woodwind category) - 
volume 80

Right 3................. Classical Flute (Woodwind category) - 
volume 70

Style.....................TapDanceSwing (MAIN B) - volume 95
If you’re saving these registrations to the 
Registration Memory buttons press the MAIN
B button so that its lamp is flashing when 
you save the registration.  If you do this you 
will automatically trigger a fill-in as you press
the registration button during your performance
of the tune.

Tempo..................125 bpm

Multi Pads............Cym & Chimes 

As the verse begins “Tiptoe to the window...” you might like to
use the Ai Fingering mode to control the bass line.  If you
haven’t used Ai before, this may give you a little insight into
why the pro players prefer this method of playing chords. 

If you don’t want to experiment with Ai don’t worry.  Play the
chords in your usual way and join me in a few paragraphs -
just before we move onto Registration 3.

Okay... if you’re still with me press DIRECT ACCESS followed
by the ACMP button to call up the CHORD FINGERING page
in the display. 

Then select Ai FINGERED from the FINGERING TYPE list.
When you’ve done this press DIRECT ACCESS followed by
EXIT to go back to the MAIN page in the display. 

From bar 5 the written sequence of chords is: 

| C / A7 / | Dm7 / G7 / | C / E7 / | etc. etc.

Can I suggest that, using Ai you play the chords as shown
below in place of the six chords in the sequence above:

Played in this way, using the Ai FINGERING mode you can
force the bass line to follow the bottom note of each chord you
play.  It doesn’t make a massive difference to the piece - but
the subtle way in which the bass rises by a semitone as each
of the first five chords in the sequence is played makes for a
more pleasing overall musical effect.  Use this progression of
chords wherever the original sequence appears - but play the
remainder of the piece using the chords as written.        

At the second beat of bar 20 select MAIN C (REGISTRATION 3)

Registration  3: Brass  &  Woodwind OTS  3  (Tyros5)  

Right 1................. Orch Flute (Woodwind category) - 
volume 100

Right 2................. Muted Trumpet (Brass category) - volume 90

Right 3................. Mute Trumpet (Brass category) - volume 90

Style.....................TapDanceSwing (MAIN C) - volume 95
Press the MAIN C button so that its lamp is 
flashing when you save the registration.

Tempo..................125 bpm

Multi Pads............Cym & Chimes

Play this section smoothly (lyric; “Knee deep...”) until you
reach bar 28 and here, on the second beat of the bar, call up
MAIN B / REGISTRATION 2 again (lyric; “and if I...”). 

If you’re using the Ai chord sequence here it comes again -
just like the first time.  The woodwind ensemble plays until, on
the third beat of bar 36, it’s time to press MAIN A /
REGISTRATION 1 to finish the arrangement, as it began, with
the Pizzicato String and Glockenspiel setting.

As you reach the last note of the written arrangement press
ENDING 2 for a professional playout that is perfectly in
keeping with the spirit of the song.

An mp3 audio file is available

I hope you’ll enjoy working your way through this one.  As
always I’ll be only too happy to send an mp3 audio file of  my
version of this arrangement so you can hear how it sounded
on my Tyros5.  Just send me an email to glyn@yamaha-
club.co.uk with a request for ‘Tiptoe’.

C  (root) A/C#  (A  on  C#  bass) Dm7  (root)

B/D#  (B  on  D#  bass) C/E  (C  on  E  bass) E/G#  (E  on  G#  bass)


